
Parts of Ecosystems: 
LTLT: ECOSYSTEM INTERACTIONS: I can create evidence based arguments that 
explain how the living and non-living components of an ecosystem interact and affect one 
another. (NGSS MS-LS2-1 and LS2-2)  

SLT: I can identify and classify biotic (living/biological) and abiotic (non-
living/physical) components of an ecosystem.  

Define ecosystem:________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________  

Classify each of the following as (B) biotic or (A) abiotic: 
___ tree 

___ wind 

___ sunlight 

___ water 

___ soil 

___ log 

___ snail 

___ beetle  

___ fire 

___ bulldozer  

___ rain  

___ rock  

___ stream  

___ temperature 

___ bug  

___ grass  

___ mosquito  

___ owl  

___ dead leaves 

___ nutrients  

___ humans 

___ air 

___ fish  

___ pollution  

___ dirt  

___ noise 
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Define Biotic: 

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________  

 

Define Abiotic: 

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________  

 

List 5-10 biotic factors at Ryan Ranch: 

List 5-10 abiotic factors at Ryan Ranch: 

 



Define population:________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________  

Define community:________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________  

Applying your Knowledge: 
1. Think back to our forest diversity work – both different types of forest (pondorosa pine, 

juniper, Douglas fir,…) and different ages of forest (young, middle-aged, old) and give 
2-4 examples of how abiotic factors might vary (change) between these different forest 
types.  

 
 
 
 
 

2. Give 2-4 examples of how changes to biotic (biological) components of an ecosystem can 
affect abiotic (physical) components of the ecosystem. Use the words “community” or 
“population” in at least one of your examples. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Give 2-4 examples of how changes to abiotic (physical) components of an ecosystem can 
affect biotic (biological) components of the ecosystem. Use the words “community” or 
“population” in at least one of your examples. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

4. Give 2-4 examples of how changes to abiotic (physical) components of an ecosystem can 
affect other abiotic (physical) components of the ecosystem. Use the words “community” 
or “population” in at least one of your examples. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Give 2-4 examples of how changes to biotic (biological) components of an ecosystem can 
affect other biotic (biological) components of the ecosystem. Use the words “community” 
or “population” in at least one of your examples. 
 If the population of a biotic decreases or potentially dies out it will affect the species that prey off of the endangered animal and •

those that it preys on (plant or animal.) With the extinction of an animal the entire food web is messed up becuase without this 
animal its predators will have more limited options of food this could possibly become endangered itself. If the animal preys on 
something like birds or plants then they will flourish without anything to eat them causing problems for them becuase there food 
sources may become limited. 

If a biotic factor to an ecosystem like disease goes away or gets beaten out by medications or evolution than the ecosystem will •
flourish for a while but after a while without any disturbances it will become weak and not able to fend off new diseases when they 
come or not strong enough to protect themselves from a fire. 

Biotic factors of an ecosystem an potentially affect abiotic factors is if the population of 
an animal increases in a short about of time the amount of carbon dioxide and nitrogen 
gases the community gives off could potentially affect the temperature of the area but it 
will mostly affect the air that is everywhere.

Another biotic factor that could potentially affect an abiotic factor is beavers, beavers 
affect waterways all the time. They create dams in the river that could potentially stem 
the flow of water.



Using your new vocabulary: Take what you have learned about biotic and abiotic factors in an 
ecosystem and make a drawing that shows an area with different factors interacting – you could 
draw a local ecosystem, either a small one like a fallen log or a big one like a forest or stream. 
You could also choose to draw the ocean, a desert, a rainforest, a grassland, … Just show the 
biotic and abiotic interacting and you have an ecosystem!! 



 

Resource for Parts of Ecosystems  


Learning Target: I can create evidence based arguments 
that explain how the living and nonliving components of 
an ecosystem interact. 












